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Abstract—With the development of wireless networks, the scale
of network optimization problems is growing correspondingly.
While algorithms have been designed to reduce complexity in
solving these problems under given size, the approach of directly
reducing the size of problem has not received much attention.
This motivates us to investigate an innovative approach to reduce
problem scale while maintaining the optimality of solution.
Through analysis on the optimization solutions, we discover that
part of the elements may not be involved in the solution, such as
unscheduled links in the flow constrained optimization problem.
The observation indicates that it is possible to reduce problem
scale without affecting the solution by excluding the unused links
from problem formulation. In order to identify the link usage
before solving the problem, we exploit deep learning to find the
latent relationship between flow information and link usage in
optimal solution. Based on this, we further predict whether a link
will be scheduled through link evaluation and eliminate unused
link from formulation to reduce problem size. Numerical results
demonstrate that the proposed method can reduce computation
cost by at least 50% without affecting optimality, thus greatly
improve the efficiency of solving large scale network optimization
problems.

Index Terms—Optimization; Machine learning; Deep learning

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, wireless networks are rapidly growing in cover-

age and size. At the same time, multi-layer or heterogeneous

network structure, involvement of various network resources,

and exploitation of new transmission techniques further in-

crease the complexity of network model [1], [2]. In order to

improve and optimize network performance under such com-

plex network models, one critical issue faced by researchers is

the scale of problem, which has been greatly enlarged by the

size and structure of networks. Therefore, developing efficient

algorithms in solving the large scale problems becomes an

emerging task for future networks.

Problem decomposition and distributed solution are the

main approaches for dealing with the large scale optimiza-

tion problems. Delay column generation (DCG) [1], [3], [4]

has been exploited as a decomposition technique in solving

optimization problems. However, in these works, DCG is not

able to reduce the number of constraints, which still results

in considerable time consumption in solving the decomposed

problem. Game based distributed approach is suitable for

solving the problems where a large number of users/players

share or compete for network resources [5]. Since the players

take actions in parallel and in a distributed manner where each

one only needs to deal with a small scale problem locally, the

original problem can be solved efficiently. But due to the intro-

duction of price of anarchy, optimality of solution may not be

always guaranteed in the game approaches. On the other hand,

distributed algorithms such as reinforced learning [6] and dual

decomposition [7] are able to provide optimal solution, but

usually suffer from long convergence time, especially when

the problem scale is large. Better convergence performance can

be achieved with alternating direction method of multipliers

(ADMM) [8], which decomposes the large scale problem

into small sub-problems to facilitate parallel computation.

However, ADMM requires the optimization problem to be in

specified structure, which limits its application.

As discussed above, the existing algorithms focus on re-

ducing the complexity when solving the problem. But if

the scale of the problem formulation remains the same, the

computation cost incurred by problem size still exists. This

motivates us to take a novel approach of reducing the problem

size itself, i.e., formulating an optimization problem with

smaller size while solving it yields the same solution as that

of the original problem. By analyzing the solutions of flow-

constrained optimization problems in our previous work [1],

we observe that many links are not involved in the optimal

solution. This observation indicates that it is possible to cut

off part of the elements (in our case, links) to reduce problem

size without changing the optimal solution. Then the goal is

to decide which elements can be excluded before solving the

problem. In other words, we need to find a method to predict

or evaluate the usefulness of links in the solution.

Link evaluation based optimizations have been discussed in

[9] and [10], but the methods proposed in these works are

heuristic approaches and cannot be well adapted to changing

flow demands. Therefore the goal is to find an adaptive method

to perform link evaluation under different flow input, or to find

the relationships between link values and flow demands. To

this end, we adopt deep learning to perform link evaluation,

which is capable of extracting highly abstracted features from

input and finding latent relationships between input and output

[11]. Application of deep learning in networking mostly focus

on data analysis or processing [12], detection [13], localization

[14] and classification [15]. Deep learning based network
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optimization has only been discussed in a few works such

as [16], but in limited scenarios. Applying deep learning to

improve the efficiency in solving generic network optimization

problems still remains unexploited, which is to be addressed

in this paper. To the best of our knowledge, this is the

first work that exploits learning based approach in improving

performance of wireless network optimization.

In this paper, we develop the learning based approach on

a typical optimization problem in wireless networks, which is

demand constrained energy minimization problem in generic

multi-dimensional networks. Results from our previous work

[1], [3], [4] indicate that it may not be necessary to include

all the links into formulation since some of them will not

be used in the optimal solution. With training data generated

from off-line pre-computations of sample problems, we adopt

deep learning algorithm to find the relationship between multi-

commodity flow demand information and link usage in optimal

solution. Based on the learning result, we then predict whether

a link will be scheduled for the target problem with link

evaluation. Then links that are not likely to be scheduled

will be excluded from the problem formulation to reduce

problem size. Numerical results demonstrate that the proposed

method is able to reduce the computation time to at most 50%

compared with that of the original problem, without degrading

the optimality of solution. Our contributions are summarized

as follows:

1) We analyze the solution of network optimization prob-

lems, and discover that it is possible to reduce problem

size by limiting number of elements (in this case,

links) involved in the formulation without sacrificing

optimality;

2) We exploit deep learning to investigate the latent re-

lationship between flow demand and link usage, and

propose a learning based method for link evaluation and

problem size reduction;

3) Through numerical results, we demonstrate that the

proposed method can reduce computation cost in solving

optimization problems by at leat a half while maintain

the optimality of solution, thus greatly increase the

efficiency of solving large scale optimization problems.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section

II describes the system model and formulation of the opti-

mization problem, as well as the analysis on problem size.

Section III introduces the proposed learning based method for

problem size reduction. Performance evaluations are presented

in Section IV. Finally, Section V gives the conclusion remarks.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND ANALYSIS

A. System Model

We consider a generic wireless network with set of nodes

N . A node can set up a transmission link to another one if

the latter is within its transmission range. Denote the set of

commodity flows in the network as C, where each flow is

specified by a source-destination node pair ({ns, nd}) and a

pre-defined flow demand. The problem is to fulfill the flow

demand with least amount of energy consumption through

network configuration, resource allocation and transmission

scheduling. Particularly, in a network with multi-dimensional

resource space such as multi-radio multi-channel (MRMC)

network, the problem is to obtain a joint solution on ra-

dio/channel assignment, routing and link scheduling.

We exploit the multi-dimensional modeling technique pro-

posed in our previous work [1] to facilitate linear programming

of the joint optimization problem. Each transmission link can

be mapped to several virtual links (tuple-links as defined in

[1]), differentiated by the transmitter radio, receiver radio

and transmission channel. For example, in a network with 4

channels and each node equipped with 2 radio interfaces, a

physical link (directional) will be mapped to 16 virtual links.

Denote the set of all the virtual links in the network as L.

Simultaneous transmissions of multiple virtual links may

incur different types of interference or conflict to each other.

If two links sharing the same radios are scheduled for trans-

mission at the same time, then neither of them can work due to

radio conflict. For two links with no radio conflict but working

in the same channel, co-channel interference will be incurred,

which affects the SINR at receiver side. In addition, if two

links with no radio conflict are working in different channels,

there will not be any mutual influence. Based on the above

definitions, we can obtain the SINR at the receiver of virtual

link i as

SINRi =

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

0, if i has radio conflict

with other active links;
hipi∑

j∈Ii

hjipj+σ2
, otherwise.

where hi is the channel gain of link i, hji is the interference

coefficient from link j to link i, pi is the transmit power of link

i, Ii is the set of virtual links working on the same channel as

that of link i, and σ2 is the random noise. Further, according

to the Shannon-Hartley equation, the achievable transmission

rate of link i can be expressed as

ri = BW log2(1 + SINRi) (1)

where BW denotes the bandwidth.

With the above modeling, it can be seen that if the status

(on or off) of all the virtual links are given, the transmission

rate of links as well as the total power consumption in the

network can be obtained. Based on this, we define a possible

status of all the virtual links in the network as a transmission

pattern, and the optimization problem can be transformed to a

scheduling problem over all the patterns (denoted as A). The

solution of this scheduling problem can also imply routing and

radio/channel assignment, which means we are able to obtain

the desired joint solution.

B. Problem Formulation

The pattern based scheduling problem is to assign active

time ta for each pattern a ∈ A, with the total scheduling time
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bounded by one normalized slot
∑

a∈A
ta ≤ 1 (2)

To minimize the total energy consumption in the network, the

objective function will be formulated by summing up energy

consumption of all the patterns, which is

min E =
∑

a∈A
Pata (3)

where Pa is the total power consumption of pattern a, which

can be obtained by Pa =
∑

i∈L pi,a. pi,a is the transmit power

of virtual link i in pattern a, which is 0 if i is in off state and

pi otherwise.

Denote the flow of commodity c on virtual link i as fi,c.

Since the sum flow of all commodities on a virtual link

is limited by the link capacity, which is determined by the

transmission rate and transmission time. Based on this, we

can obtain the following constraint

fi =
∑

c∈C
fi,c ≤

∑

a∈A
ri,ata (4)

where ri,a is the transmission rate of i in pattern a.

In addition, considering the flow balance, we have the

following constraint for each internal node n
∑

i∈Ln+

fi,c =
∑

j∈Ln−

fj,c, ∀c ∈ C, ∀n ∈ N \ {nsc, ndc} (5)

where Ln+ denotes the set of incoming virtual links to node

n and Ln− denotes the set of outgoing links from n.

Similarly, at a source or destination node, we have
∑

i∈Lns
c−

fi,c =
∑

j∈L
nd
c+

fj,c ≥ dc, ∀c ∈ C (6)

where dc is the flow demand of commodity c.
Therefore the optimization problem will be formulated as

min
{fi,c,ta}

Objective (3)

s.t. Constraint (2),(4),(5)

fi,c ≥ 0, ∀i ∈ L, ∀c ∈ C (7)

ta ≥ 0, ∀a ∈ A (8)

The above formulation follows linear programming (LP)

problem, therefore can be solved with any LP algorithms.

Considering the feature of the problem, we exploit delay

column generation (DCG) method, as in our previous work

[1].

C. Analysis on Problem Scale and Solution

The size of the optimization problem is related to the dimen-

sion of optimization variables and the number of constraints.

In our case, it is mainly determined by the number of virtual

links (|L|) and the number of patterns (|A|). It can be seen that

the number of patterns is also determined by |L|. Although

with DCG method, we do not have to involve all the |A|
patterns into the problem formulation, we still need at least

|L| patterns to obtain an initial feasible solution. As a result,

|L| is the most critical parameter affecting the scale of the

optimization problem.

Based on the analysis, the problem size can be reduced

if less links are involved into the formulation. From solving

such type of optimization problems, we discover that it is pos-

sible to ignore some virtual links in formulating and solving

the optimization problem while the solution is not severely

degraded. In fact, in the final solution of the optimization

problem, many virtual links will not be scheduled, or carry

only a small amount of flow traffic. For example, Fig. 1 shows

the histogram of flow traffic (percentage of the total traffic

in the network) on all the 1420 virtual links in the optimal

solution of a sample problem. It can be observed that the flow

demands are fulfilled by a small number of virtual links and

most links remain idle. Considering that virtual links of the

same physical link are equivalent in the solution, we further

investigate the flow distribution on physical links, as shown

in Fig. 2. Again, the figure shows that only some of the links

are involved in transmissions. There can be several reasons

leading to this result. For example, if a link is far away from

all the source-destination pairs and is unlikely to be covered

by any path, it will probably be not scheduled. In addition, if

two links share similar locations but one has better quality (in

terms of transmission rate) than the other, then the one with

the worse quality will less likely to be scheduled.

Fig. 1. Virtual link flow distribution.

Fig. 2. Physical link flow distribution.
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According to the observation of results, if the unused links

are excluded from the formulation, the optimization solution

can remain unchanged. This will enhance the efficiency of

solving optimization problems for reduced computation time

and storage cost. However, the observations of which links are

unused are done after the problem is solved, which provide

no help to solving the problem. Therefore, we need to decide

which links can be excluded before solving the problem.

For a fixed topology (physical locations of nodes) of the

network, the main factor that determines whether a link will be

scheduled or not is the flow information, i.e., which nodes are

the source and destination of each commodity and how much

is the flow demand. Therefore the problem becomes: given the

flow information, evaluate the usefulness of all the links. Since

all the virtual links corresponding to the same physical link are

equivalent, the evaluation can be performed on physical links.

In other words, we need to find the relationship between input

flows and the values of physical links.

Generally, evaluating a link based on flow information is

not straight forward, since the value of a link is affected by

many factors, such as the link quality, the location and the

interference among links, which are indirectly affected by the

flow information. Therefore there is no explicit expression on

the relationship. One approach is to leverage the knowledge

obtained from solutions of sample computations, based on

which we can predict the value of links for a new problem,

i.e., new input flow information. This motivates us to exploit

machine learning techniques to predict link values, which is

to be elaborated in the next section.

III. DEEP LEARNING BASED LINK EVALUATION

The relationship between input (flow information) and

output (link evaluation) in our case is highly complicated,

and there is no explicit characterization on how input will

influence output. To infer the latent relationship in such a

complex structure, we exploit deep learning to uncover the

relationships.

A. Deep Learning

Deep learning is a learning method that can extract high

level abstractions from input data through a deep structure

consisting of multiple processing layers. One of the typical

deep learning structure is deep belief net (DBN), which is

proposed by G. Hinton in [17]. As shown in Fig. 3, DBN is

constructed by multiple hidden layer (stochastic hidden cause)

and one visible layer (input data), where different layers are

connected by symmetric weights and the state or value of each

unit is determined as a function of the values of connected

units and the corresponding weights. The training of DBN is

to infer the states of all the unobserved variables in hidden

layers and adjust the interacting weights between units such

that the network is more likely to generate the observed data

in visible layer. After training, the top layer can be viewed

as the abstracted information (features) from the input data.

DBN itself is an unsupervised learning model, which means

it does not rely on labels of training samples and can learn

Fig. 3. DBN structure.

the features from input data. However, it can also be used

to supervised learning for classification or discrimination, by

adding the layer of labels on top of the trained DBN and

applying back propagation (BP) fine-tuning, as shown in Fig.

4. BP fine-tuning algorithm will adjust the values of units

and weights to match each input sample to its corresponding

label by minimizing the misclassification error. The DBN

Fig. 4. DBN with BP fine-tuning.

based supervised learning algorithm can be summarized as

follows. Based on training samples, DBN and BP fine-tuning

process learns the values of units in hidden layers and the

interacting weights. Then replacing the visible layer by a new

input sample (test sample), the network can generate an output

as the classification result of the input.

B. Link Evaluation
In order to apply the learning algorithm to our link evalua-

tion problem, we first define the input and output layers. The

input flow information is expressed as a flow demand vector

x as the input layer. x is an N × 1 vector with each entry

{xn} defined as

xn =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

dc if n = nsc
−dc if n = ndc
0 otherwise

The previously mentioned classification model is indeed

constructing the relationship between input data and output
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labels. This differs from our case where the output is contin-

uous values of link evaluations. In fact, the raw output of the

learning algorithm is given as continuous values over all the

labels, which indicate the probabilities that the input sample

belongs to different categories, and the largest one is chosen as

the classification result. In order to apply the learning model to

our problem, we directly take the raw output as the evaluation

of links, which is a vector with a length equal to the number

of links in the network.

Based on the input and output definitions specified for our

problem, we generate the training data set as pairs of flow

demand vector (input) and link evaluations (output) obtained

from sample computations. Particularly, each training sample

is obtained by solving the optimization problem formulated

with a randomly generated flow demand vector, and recording

the amount of flow on all the links in optimal solution as

the link evaluation vector. The computation will be repeated

to build the training data set. Then this data set is used for

training the DBN based learning algorithm.

The training process will assign values for all the interacting

weights in the learning structure. With this result, we may

input the new flow demand vector from the problem we are

going to solve. Then the output of the learning structure will

provide the evaluation vector on all the links. The result

can be viewed as an estimation on whether a link would

be used under the new flow demand vector, indicated by

the values in the vector. Based on the evaluation, we can

keep the links with higher values and exclude those with

very small values. Then the optimization problem will be

formulated with only the links that are kept. Reducing the

number of links will also reduce the number of virtual links at

the same degree. Generally, smaller number of links will lead

to less optimization variables and constraints, which reduces

the computation time and storage cost. Examples of the cost

reduction will be shown in the next section.

Remark: The proposed approach is not limited to the formu-
lation presented in this paper. For other types of optimization
problems in wireless network, the proposed algorithm can be
applied by replacing link evaluations with the corresponding
network elements in formulation and following similar proce-
dures for training and implementation.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we present numerical results of the pro-

posed deep learning based optimization. The optimization is

performed in a network with 25 randomly deployed nodes,

where each node is equipped with one or multiple radio

interfaces. Transmissions can take place on multiple non-

overlapping channels. We consider the topology of nodes are

fixed, while the flow information changes over time. The goal

is to learn the link values through off-line training such thatthe

optimization problem can be solved in reduced time under new

flow demand.

We first construct the training set by solving pre-generated

optimization problems, where each case is formulated with

randomly generated flow demand vector and solved with DCG

based decomposition algorithm. Solving each problem will

provide one pair of input (flow vector) and output (link values),

and the data pairs are used as training samples for the learning

algorithm. The performance of the leaning process is tested

with test samples (newly generated flow vectors). We input the

test flow vectors to the learning structure to get the learning

results, which are the link value vectors estimated by the

learning algorithm. The learning result is then compared with

the true result obtained from solving the optimization problem.

A sample comparison is shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Estimated link evaluation from learning result.

A link with high value indicates that it will likely be

scheduled, while a link with very low value indicates it may

not be used in the optimal solution. From Fig. 5 we can

observe that, the learning process is able to detect most of

the high valued links, since the learning results also show

relatively high values for such links.

With the estimated link values obtained from learning

results, we further apply a threshold to the values such that

links with lower values than threshold will be eliminated from

the formulation to reduce the optimization problem scale.

The threshold should be properly set such that the difference

between results of reduced size problem and original problem

is no larger than 3%1. The computation time (including time

consumptions in formulation and optimization) of original

problem and reduced size problem(s) are shown in Fig. 6 and

7, where Fig. 6 shows the results at different percentages of

remaining links (obtained by varying threshold), and Fig. 7

shows the results under different network configurations.

As shown in Fig. 6 and 7, excluding unused links from

formulation can efficiently reduce the computation time. In

most cases of the test samples, the number of links can be

reduced by half. Generally, reducing the number of links by

half leads to a much smaller scale problem with at most half of

the original size, as well as the computation time. Moreover,

with the time consumed in link setup (for multi-dimensional

modeling) and problem formulation taken into consideration,

the actual computation time is further saved. Fig. 7 also

1In fact, in most cases, the results of reduced size problem and original
problem are the same
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(a) 1 radio per node, 1 channel. (b) 2 radios per node, 4 channels. (c) 3 radios per node, 8 channels.

Fig. 7. Computation time under different network configurations.

Fig. 6. Computation time at different portions of remaining links.

indicates that the cost reduction will be more significant as

the scale of original problem grows. Thus the learning based

algorithm is promising in improving the efficiency of solving

large scale optimization problems.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a deep learning based

method in reducing problem scale for wireless network opti-

mizations. Based on the observation that omitting unscheduled

links can reduce problem size without affecting the solution,

we have performed prediction on link usage in solution

based on the learning results from off-line pre-computed

training data. With the prediction, we have excluded unused

links to re-formulate the optimization problem into smaller

scale. In addition, we have presented numerical results, which

demonstrated that with the proposed learning based method,

optimization problems can be solved with at most half of

the original cost while preserving the optimality of solution.

Therefore the proposed approach is promising in improving

efficiency of solving large scale optimization problems in

wireless networks.
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